KERALA POLICE

FINGERPRINT SEARCH SLIP

Form to be submitted with Fingerprint Slip of arrested person

(To be filled by the Officer submitting the slip)

To

The Director, Fingerprint Bureau,

Thiruvananthapuram

SEARCH SLIP OF A PERSON ACCUSED OF SOME SPECIFIC OFFENCE

FIR No

dated

Section

Police Station

District

trivandrum

Name given by accused

Father's name

Date of arrest

Date of expiry of remand

Date of taking the impressions

Date of despatch of F.P Slip

Name and designation of Officer taking the impressions

hdsfsdfsdf

Remarks, if any

Address to which F.P Slip should be returned

Remarks, if any

Name and Designation of Originator

(KERALA POLICE)

Form to be submitted with Fingerprint Slip of arrested person

(To be filled by the Officer submitting the slip)

To

The Sub-Inspector of Police,

Thiruvananthapuram

SEARCH SLIP OF A PERSON ACCUSED OF SOME SPECIFIC OFFENCE

FIR No

dated

Section

Police Station

District

trivandrum

Name given by accused

Father's name

Date of arrest

Remarks, if any

Address to which F.P Slip should be returned

Remarks, if any

Name and Designation of Originator

(KERALA POLICE)
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Address to which F.P Slip should be returned
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Name and Designation of Originator
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